In this article, we propose a new two-level implicit method of accuracy two in time and three in space based on spline in compression approximations using two off-step points and a central point on a quasi-variable mesh for the numerical solution of the system of 1D quasi-linear parabolic partial differential equations. The new method is derived directly from the continuity condition of the first-order derivative of the spline function. The stability analysis for a model problem is discussed. The method is directly applicable to problems in polar systems. To demonstrate the strength and utility of the proposed method, we solve the generalized Burgers-Fisher equation, generalized Burgers-Huxley equation, coupled Burgers-equations and heat equation in polar coordinates. We demonstrate that the proposed method enables us to obtain high accurate solution for high Reynolds number.
Introduction
We consider the one-space dimensional quasi-linear parabolic partial differential equation (PDE) of the form u xx = f (x, t, u, u x , u t ),  < x < , t > .
(.)
The initial and boundary conditions are given by u(x, ) = u  (x),  ≤ x ≤ , (.)
u(, t) = g  (t), u(, t) = g  (t), t > , (.)
where we assume that the functions f , u  (x), g  (t) and g  (t) are sufficiently smooth and their required higher-order derivatives exist. The quasi-linear parabolic equation describes a wide class of physical phenomenon such as the interaction between reaction mechanism, convection, effects and diffusion transports. It is used in many fields such as chemistry, biology, metallurgy and engineering. The one-dimensional viscous generalized Burgers-Fisher equation (GBFE) and generalized Burgers-Huxley equation (GBHE) are famous examples of quasi-linear parabolic equations.
The GBFE is given by
where α, β are real parameters, δ is a positive integer and  < ε ≤ . The GBHE is given by
where α, β ≥ , γ ∈ (, ), δ >  and  < ε ≤  are the parameters. In both cases, equations describe the interaction between diffusion, convection and reaction.
The GBFE has wide applications in the fields such as gas dynamics, fluid mechanics, elasticity, heat conduction and plasma physics. The well-known equation (.) was first used by Fisher [] to describe the propagation of gene in a habitat. In his memory, it is generally referred as There has been vast variety of numerical methods, such as finite element methods, finite difference methods, spectral techniques and finite volume methods for quasi-linear parabolic initial-boundary value problems. In recent years, various numerical methods were used by the researchers to solve GBHE and GBFE. A fourth-order scheme for GBHE was proposed by Bratsos [] . Mohammadi [] has discussed a spline method for GBFE. Zhang et al. [] solved GBFE using the local discontinuous Galerkin method. Diaz [] analysed the solitary wave solution of the BHE through Cardano's method. Mittal and Tripathi [] discussed the schemes using collocation of cubic B-splines for numerical solutions of GBFE and GBHE. A two-level implicit compact operator method of order two in time and four in space was discussed for the approximate solution of time dependent BHE by Mohanty et al. [] .
Higher-order finite difference methods on a uniform mesh for the solution of nonlinear parabolic equations were proposed by Jain et al. [] . Mittal [] proposed spline in compression method based on three full-step grid points for the solution of D quasi-linear parabolic equations and in those methods the consistency equation is only second-order accurate and the method is not directly applicable to singular problems, which is a main drawback of those methods. To the best of the authors' knowledge, no numerical method of order two in time and three in space, directly obtained from the consistency condition, for the solution of parabolic equation (.) on a quasi-variable mesh has been discussed in the literature so far.
In this paper, using a central point and two off-step points in x-direction, we propose a new two-level implicit method of accuracy two in time and three in space, based on spline in compression approximations for the solution of differential equation (.). The proposed method is obtained directly from the consistency condition and is of order three in space. Difficulties were experienced in the past for the higher-order spline solution of parabolic equation in polar coordinates. The solution usually deteriorates in the vicinity of the singularity. A special technique is required to handle such problems, whereas the proposed method is directly applicable to solve singular problems without any modification, which is the main attraction of our work. Our paper is arranged as follows: In Section , we discuss the non-polynomial spline in compression function and its properties on a quasivariable mesh. In Section , we give derivation of the method. In Section , we generalize the proposed method for the system of quasi-linear parabolic PDEs. Stability analysis for model problem is discussed and it is shown that the linear scheme is unconditionally stable in Section . In this section, we also discuss the stability analysis for a fourth-order parabolic equation which is consistent with system of D quasi-linear parabolic PDEs. In Section , numerical results are presented for some benchmark problems with tabular and graphical illustrations and compare the results with the results obtained by other researchers. Final remarks are given in Section .
Spline in compression approximations and its properties
For the approximate solution of the initial-boundary value problems (.)-(.), we discretize the space interval [, ] as  = x  < x  < · · · < x N < x N+ = , where N is a positive integer. The spline approximation consists of two off-step points x l±/ and a central point x l , l = , , , . . . , N with two end points x  and x N+ , where h l = x l -x l- , l = , , . . . , N + , be the mesh size in x-direction and k = t j+ -t j > , j = , , , . . . be the mesh spacing in t-direction. Spatial grid points are defined by x l = x  + l i= h i , l = ()N + , and the time steps are given by t j = jk, j = ()J, where J is a positive integer. The mesh ratio is denoted by σ l = (h l+ /h l ) > , l = ()N . The neighboring off-step points are defined as
, l = ()N . For σ l = , it reduces to the uniform mesh case. Let U j l = u(x l , t j ) be the exact solution value of u(x, t) and is approximated by u j l . For simplicity, we consider σ l = σ (a constant = ), l = ()N . For σ >  or σ < , the mesh sizes are either increasing or decreasing in order. Such a mesh is called a quasi-variable mesh.
A non-polynomial spline function of degree  which interpolate u j l at jth level is given by
which satisfy the following conditions at jth time level:
where w is an arbitrary parameter and
The derivatives of non-polynomial spline function P j (x) for x ∈ [x l- , x l ] are given by
Using the conditions described above with algebraic calculations, we obtain the coefficients
Here
, we obtain the non-polynomial spline in compression function
Similarly, we get
On differentiating equations (.) and (.), we get
Using the continuity of the first derivative, that is, P j (x l -) = P j (x l +),we obtain the consistency condition
where
On equating the coefficients of M j l in (.), we obtain the condition
Using (.a)-(.d) in equation (.), we get the consistency condition in the following form:
Since the term
, simplifying (.), we obtain the consistency condition
Further, substituting the values of (.a)-(.d) in (.) and neglecting O(μ  l ) terms, we get
The above equation has an infinite number of roots, the smallest positive non-zero root being given by
), and equation (.) reduces to a cubic spline relation.
Further, from equations (.)-(.), we get
and
Simplifying (.) and (.), we obtain
Equations (.) and (.) are two important properties of non-polynomial spline in compression function P j (x).
Derivation of the numerical method
For the derivation of the method, we simply follow the approaches given by Mohanty [] .
At the grid point (x l , t j ), let us denote
Differentiating the differential equation (.) partially with respect to 't' at the grid point (x l , t j ), we obtain a relation
At the grid point (x l , t j ), we can write the differential equation as
Since M j l and M j l±/ contain the first derivative terms, from the consistency condition (.), the non-polynomial spline in compression method for the parabolic equation (.) can be written as
, provided σ =  and we use the following approximations:
where 'θ ' is a parameter to be determined. With the help of the approximations (.)-(.), we can simplify the following approximations:
From the properties of spline function given by (.) and (.), we define the approximations:
With the help of the approximations (.)-(.), (.)-(.), and simplifying (.) and (.), we obtain
where 'a' , 'b' and 'c' are parameters to be determined. With the help of the approximation (.), (.), (.), from (.) we obtain
Equating the coefficient of h
and equation (.) reduces tô
Similarly, simplifying (.) and (.), we obtain
Further, we definê
With the help of the approximations (
Now with the help of the consistency condition (.) and equation (.), and from (.), we obtain the local truncation error
The proposed non-polynomial spline in compression method (.) to be of
and the local truncation error given by
Method extended to a system of quasi-linear parabolic equations
We now extend our method to the system of quasi-linear parabolic PDEs of the form
T , T denotes the transpose of the matrix. Throughout this section, we consider
The initial and boundary conditions are given by
where we assume that the functions u
 (t) are sufficiently smooth. Let U (i)j l and u (i)j l be the exact and approximate solution of the ith PDE of the system (.) at each grid point (x l , t j ). At the grid point (x l , t j ), we define the following approximations:
Further, we define
where the values of α l , β l , β l and γ l are already defined in Section .
Finally, let
Then at each grid point (x l , t j ), each differential equation of the system (.) is discretized by
Application and stability analysis
Now let us consider the one-dimensional Burgers equation in polar coordinates
where R e >  denotes the Reynolds number. Replacing the variable 'x' by 'r' and applying the method (.) to the differential equation (.), we obtain 
Note that the scheme (.) is of O(kh l + h  l ) for the solution of differential equation (.) and is free from the terms /(r l± ), thus, it is very easily solved for l = ()N ; j = , , , . . . , in the solution region without any modification. We do not require any fictitious point to solve the singular problem.
For stability, we consider the -D linear parabolic equation with variable coefficients
where ν >  and D and f are sufficiently smooth functions. Applying the method (.) to the differential equation (.) on a uniform mesh (that is, when h l+ = h l = h), we obtain the following scheme for the solution of the above differential equation:
, . . . . The approximations associated with (.)-(.) are already defined in Section . In order to discuss the stability, we require the following approximations:
With the help of the approximations (.)-(.) and (.)-(.), neglecting higher-order terms, from (.), we obtain
Multiplying (.) throughout by λ = (k/h
 ) and neglecting the local truncation error term, we have
To study the stability of scheme (.), we apply the von Neumann linear stability analysis. Let ε j l = ξ j e iηl be the error at the grid point (x l , t j ), where ξ is a complex number and η is a real number. Substituting ε j l = ξ j e iηl into the homogeneous part of the error equation of (.), we obtain the amplification factor ξ as
For stability, it is required that |ξ |  ≤ . Imposing this condition on (.), we get
Above inequality is satisfied for all values of η and, D(x) = -αν x
, α =  and . Hence the scheme (.) is unconditionally stable.
Next, we consider the fourth-order parabolic equations
where ε >  and f is sufficiently smooth function.
The initial values of u, u t are prescribed at t =  and boundary values of u, u xx are prescribed at x =  and x = . Since the grid lines are parallel to the coordinate axes and the values of u, u xx are exactly known on the boundary, the values of successive tangential partial derivatives of u, u xx , i.e., the values of u t ,u xxt , . . . , are also known on the boundary x =  and x = . Similarly, the values of u x , u xx , u tx , . . . are also known at t = . Hence the values of u xx (x, ) -u t (x, ), u xx (, t) -u t (, t) and u xx (, t) -u t (, t) are known exactly on the boundary. Now, equation (.) can be re-written as
Applying the numerical method (.) to the above system of equations and neglecting local truncation errors, we obtain the following non-polynomial spline in compression schemes in coupled form:
Using the approximations defined in Section , and multiplying (.a) and (.b) throughout by λ = (k/h  ), we get Neglecting the homogeneous part, the above system in matrix form may be written as
where A ij and B ij , i, j = ,  are N × N tri-diagonal matrices are given by
Assume that the matrix A is non-singular. Pre-multiplying both sides of (.) by A - , we get
The eigenvalues of N × N tri-diagonal matrix [a, b, c] are defined by
Using equation (.), the eigenvalues of the tri-diagonal matrices A  , A  , B  and B  are given by
respectively. The characteristic equations of the matrices A and B are given by
respectively. Hence the eigenvalues of A are given by ξ =  - sin  ψ + λε sin  ψ, and the eigenvalues of B are given by η =  - sin  ψ -λε sin  ψ.
Since A - and B commute with each other, the eigenvalues of A - B are given by
For stability, it is required that |ρ| ≤  for all values of ψ. Imposing this condition on (.) yields
Both inequalities of (.) are true for all values of ψ. Hence the scheme (.a)-(.b) is unconditionally stable.
Numerical illustrations
In this section, we have solved several benchmark problems using the proposed method based on spline in compression and compared the results with the results obtained by other researchers. The exact solutions are provided in each case. The right hand side homogeneous functions, initial and boundary conditions are obtained using the exact solution as a test procedure. The linear equations are solved using a tri-diagonal solver, whereas nonlinear equations are solved using the Newton-Raphson method. While using the Newton-Raphson method, we choose  as the initial guess. All the computations are carried out using MATLAB codes.
From equation (.), we have obtained the value μ l = μ l+ = .. In order to compute the proposed method (.), we have evaluated the values of
using the values of μ l and μ l+ .
The given interval [, ] is divided into (N + ) parts with
We can write
Thus,
Alternatively, (.) can be re-written as
By prescribing the total number of mesh points (N + ), we can compute the value of h  from (.) or (.). This is the first mesh spacing on the left and remaining mesh is determined by h l+ = σ h l , l = , , . . . , N .
Example  The one-dimensional GBFE is given by the following form: The initial condition associated with differential equation (.) is given by
and the boundary conditions associated with (.) are given by
The exact solution [] of (.) is given by
This Example  Consider equation (.) with α = , β = , δ =  initial and boundary conditions as given in Mittal and Jiwari [], namely
In this example, we have computed solutions for ε =  - and  - at t = ., ., ., . with step size k = . and mesh ratio σ = .. The computed numerical solutions as presented in Figure  Example  The one-dimensional GBHE is given by the following form: The initial condition associated with differential equation (.) is given by
and the boundary condition associated with the (.) are given by Table  . Case .: In this case, we consider α = , β =  and mesh ratio σ = .. We consider the initial and boundary conditions are given by
The exact solution [] is given by 
In our computation, we find solutions at different time levels for various decreasing values of ε. We take t = ., ., ., . with step size k = . and ε =  - ,  - ,  - , respectively. The computed solutions are interpreted graphically in Figure  The initial condition associated with differential equations (.) and (.) is given by and the boundary conditions associated with (.), (.) are given by
The values of parameters are given by α  = β  = - and α  = β  = . The exact solutions of equations (.), (.) are u(x, t) = e -t sin x and v(x, t) = e -t sin x (see [] ).
In this example, we choose a uniform mesh (σ = ) to compute the numerical solutions for different values of the parameters ε, α  , α  , β  and β  with different values of h and k. In our first computation, we choose ε = ,
, k = . and maximum absolute errors are computed at various time levels from t = . to .. The corresponding results are tabulated in Table  . In our second computation, the maximum absolute errors are computed at t = . and t = . for a fixed λ = . π  , ε = , α  = β  = -, α  = β  = . Numerical results are presented in Table  .
Example  We consider the coupled Burgers equations (.), (.) with the following initial and boundary conditions: In this example, we choose a uniform mesh size to compute the numerical solution for different parameters α  = β  =  and α  = β  = -, the exact solutions of equations (.), (.) are u(x, t) = e -επ  t cos(πx) and v(x, t) = e -επ  t cos(πx).
We computed the maximum absolute errors at time t =  for a fixed λ = . and the parameters α  = β  = , α  = β  = - with the decreasing values of h and k, and different values of R e = ε - . The numerical results are reported in Table  . The graphs of numerical and exact solutions at t =  are plotted in Figure  (a)-(c).
Example  Equation (.) is solved, for which an exact solution is u(r, t) = e -t sinh r. In this example, we choose uniform mesh to compute the maximum absolute errors at time 
Final remarks
In this article, we have presented a new two-level implicit method based on spline in compression approximations of accuracy O(kh l + h  l ) for the numerical solution of quasilinear parabolic partial differential equation in one spatial dimension. Mathematical formulation of the proposed scheme using three spatial grid points is discussed in detail. We have extended the proposed scheme to the system of quasi-linear parabolic equations. The stability analysis of the present numerical approach for one-dimensional linear 
